On-Demand Mobile Surveillance Solutions
Real-Time Video Processing for Visual Situational Awareness on the Move

SRI Sarnoff delivers mobile video processing systems to secure unpredictable environments. First responders and security personnel decide when and where surveillance is needed—flash mob demonstrations, perimeter gaps, disaster recovery, entertainment venues, etc. These rapidly deployable, vehicle-based solutions empower users to detect, identify, and respond to threats.

Immersive Surveillance and Control
TerraSight® visualization software and systems put sensor control and automated alerts into one integrated 3D display.

Concealed Threat Imaging
The VerifIR™ surveillance camera system fuses visible and infrared (IR) video in real time to reveal and characterize hidden threats—even while a subject, the camera, or both are in motion.

360° Situational Awareness
This mobile surveillance system provides a high-resolution panoramic image and motion alerts using HGH Infrared System’s IR Revolution 360. SRI Sarnoff’s View 360 offers an easy interface via its touchscreen high-definition ruggedized display and computing system.

Integrated Video Processing and Dissemination
The DL Micro™ digital data link and video processor delivers clear, usable video from unmanned air and ground vehicles.

The TerraSight SBC Module distributes relevant, full-motion video and data to handheld devices. The SBC module enables two-way information sharing between operators and command centers in real time—even over bandwidth-limited networks.